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  INTRODUCTION

For the Institute for Standardization of Serbia 
(ISS), 2017 was a year of great challenges and 

expectations, but also the year of many achieved 
goals. In accordance with the new status of a 
full member in the European organizations for 
standardization CEN and CENELEC, ISS regularly 
ful� lled European obligations, thus maintaining 
the national standardization at a high level. 
As the con� rmation of our commitment to 
the European path, high representatives of 
CEN and CENELEC were guests of ISS on two 
occasions. In addition, ISS continued successful 
cooperation at the regional level, especially with 
the national standardization bodies of Bosnia 
nad Herzegovina and Montenegro. A number 
of memoranda of understanding were signed 
with several higher education institutions, as 
well as with the Association for Quality and 
Standardization. Many conferences and round 
tables were organized, where interested parties 
had the opportunity to be directly involved in 
the national standardization activities.     

At the beginning of the year, a public competition 
for the conceptual solution of ISS logo was 
announced, and it resulted in the completely 

new ISS visual identity, by which ISS became 
recognizable.

After a few years delay, ISS has returned to 
the certi� cation of management systems. This 
activity is based on the Law on Standardization, 
and it will be performed by the ISS Certi� cation 
Body. During 2017, ISS Certi� cation Body 
has realized the � rst certi� cation according 
to SRPS ISO 9001:2015. By the end of 2017, 
the application for the accreditation of ISS 
Certi� cation Body was submitted, and in 
the forthcoming period we expect that all 
accreditation conditions will be met.   

On the other hand, ISS has successfully 
implemented the third cycle of certi� cation of 
the integrated quality and information security 
management systems, established in 2010. 

Seven organizations became new ISS members, 
thus extending their trust, con� dence and 
support to ISS for achieving even greater 
business success in the future. 

For the � rst time, ISS presented itself to the 
Serbian public at the Belgrade Fair, within the 
framework of the partnership relations between 

two institutions, aimed to bring closer the 
initiatives in creating better conditions for the 
development of Serbian economy. 

The crown of ISS successes in 2017 is, certainly, 
getting the national award for business 
excellence, awarded to ISS by the Foundation 
for Culture of Quality and Excellence (FQCE). 
ISS competed for this award for the � rst time 
by submitting extensive documentation as the 
evidence of the ful� llment of the given criteria. 
The received award was in the public sector 
organizations category and it applies to the 
criteria in the � elds of partnership relations and 
resources and processes, products and services. 

We will do our best to realize previously made 
plans in the forthcoming period, through 
maximum engagement of our employees, 
but also with signi� cant assistance of all 
organizations and individuals with whom we 
have exceptional cooperation.

Tatjana Bojanić
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ABOUT THE INSTITUTE 

In accordance with the strategic documents of the Republic of Serbia, 
the ISS individual goals are:

• maintaining a full membership of the ISS in the 
international organizations for standardization;

• raising the level of awareness of all interested 
parties and the whole public about the importance 
of standardization and the bene� ts of standards 
application and implementation in practice;

• actively involving, as many interested parties as 
possible, particulary the M SMEs, in the work of the 
NTCs;

• translating the priority European standards into 
the Serbian language;

• introduction of new services and increase of 
e�  ciency in providing all ISS services;

• developing a strong and internationally 
recognizable Certi� cation Body.

Our mission is to provide the Serbian standards harmonized with international and European standards to all interested parties, 
members of the ISS and the entire public, as well as the opportunity to participate equally in international and European 

standardization, developing national standards and respecting international and European recognized principles of standardization .

ISS owns two 
certi� cates

Goals

The recerti� cation audit of the integrated management system was 
realized on July 3 and 4, 2017, and on that occasion not even one 
nonconformity was found.

ISO 9001 : 2015 ISO / IEC 27001 : 2013
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FULL MEMBER SINCE 
1950

FULL MEMBER 
SINCE 1950

FULL MEMBER 
SINCE 2017

FULL MEMBER 
SINCE 2017

THE STATUS OF THE NATIONAL 
ORGANIZATION FOR STANDARDIZATION 
SINCE 2011

FULL MEMBER 
SINCE 1985

ISS MEMBERSHIP IN INTERNATIONAL AND EUROPEAN ORGANIZATIONS
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HOW WE ARE ORGANIZED

On December 31, 2017, 
the ISS had a total of 
60 employees of whom 
56 were employed 
inde� nitely and 6 for a 
certain period of time. From 
56 permanent employees, 
40 are with high 
quali� cations (including 
3 MSc), 
3 with higher and 
13 with secondary 
education.

Human Resources
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On December 31, 2017, the ISS had 75 regular members

MEMBERS OF THE ISS
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SIZE OF MEMBERS

Any company, business, or other legal entity or entrepreneur, that is established according to the regulations of the Republic of 
Serbia, as well as a natural person who is a Serbian citizen, may become a member of the Institute. The decision on admitting 

ISS members and the termination of this membership shall be made by the ISS Managing Board, pursuant to the Article 35 of ISS 
Statute. Special attention is payed to encouraging and facilitating access to standards and the process of standards adoption, to the 
representatives of micro, small and medium sized companies.
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The ISS has two Expert Councils: 

The Expert Council for the General Standards Area 
and 
The Expert Council for Standardization in the � elds of 
electrical engineering, information technologies and 
telecommunications.

NATIONAL TECHNICAL COMMITTEES (NTCs) and EXPERT COUNCILS 

According to the NTCs database, in 2017 there were 162 NTCs in the ISS, i.e. 121 of them in general (non-electrical) areas of standardization 
and 41 in the � elds of electrical engineering, telecommunications and information technologies. 

All these NTCs held 330 meetings in total.
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2017  - WE FOLLOW THE TRENDS

After achieving full membership status in CEN and CENELEC, the ISS has 
adapted to the new obligations which represent the consequence of 

such status. 
At the beginning of the year, all organizational and technical activities 
were undertaken, so that NTC experts could actively participate in the 
development of European standards, giving the comments on the texts of 
working documents and expressing their national position, or voting on 
those documents.
In the period from January 1, 2007 to December 31, 2017, the ISS 
published 29,948 Serbian standards and related documents, by which the 
corresponding European standards (EN) were adopted: 20,870 publications 
published by CEN, 8,323 by CENELEC and 755 publications published by 
ETSI.
According to the CEN-CENELEC Management Center information, until 
December 31, 2017, the ISS took over and published about 97.4% of 
European standards as Serbian standards.
In 2017, the ISS published 3,052 Serbian standards and related documents, 
out of which 234 were published in Serbian and 2,818 in English. At the 
same time, 1,842 documents were withdrawn.
Out of 234 published standards and related documents in the Serbian 
language, 23 were original Serbian standards, and 211 standards were 
created by downloading appropriate European and international standards.
In addition, in 2017 a total of 1,930 draft standards were prepared and 
2,989 de� nitive texts of the draft standards, which will be published as 
standards in 2018.

In order to develop Serbian standards and related documents in 2017, 151 
NTCs held 330 meetings in total. 
2.175 standards and related documents were published from the general 
areas of standardization (219 in Serbian and 1.956 in English language).
In the � eld of metallurgy, mechanical engineering, construction and tra�  c, 
1,233 standards and related documents were published (103 in Serbian 
and 1,125 in English language).
In the � eld of chemical technologies, agriculture, forestry, safety, 
environment and general standards, 883 standards and related documents 
were published (101 in Serbian and 782 in English language). There are 5 
standards published in the � eld of terminology.
In the � elds of electrical engineering, telecommunications and information 
technologies, 931 standards and a related documents were published (30 
in Serbian and 901 in English language).
Standards that were adopted and published in Serbian language were 
those for which all interested parties and our customers have shown 
particular interest and were estimated to be of high priority. SRPS  ISO/
IEC 17025:2017, General requirements for the competence of testing and 
calibration laboratories, is a standard of great importance, which was 
published in Serbian  language just after the publication of the Internation 
standard ISO/IEC. ISS KS  CASCO is the national technical committee 
responsible for the adoption of the national edition of the standard, taking 
into account enormous interest shown by the laboratories, their customers, 
regulatory bodies, accreditation body and many others.

DEVELOPMENT OF SERBIAN STANDARDS AND RELATED DOCUMENTS

Document Type
In Serbian language In English language Total

Planned Realized Planned Realized Planned Realized
Standard 348 234 1.584 2.818 1.932 3.052

 General � eld of standardization 219 1956 2175
Metallurgy, mechanical engineering, construction and tra�  c 103 1125 1233
 Chemical technology, agriculture, forestry, safety, environment and general standards 101 782 883
Electrical engineering, telecommunications and information technology 30 901 931

Table 1 - Comparative overview of the number of planned and realized Serbian standards and related documents in 2017
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Development of the ISS Annual Plan for the adoption 
of Serbian standards and related documents for 2018

In the prepering the Plan for the adoption of Serbian standards and 
related documents for 2018, the Ministry of Economy invited the 

relevant ministries of the Government of the Republic of Serbia, as well 
as the Accreditation Body of Serbia, to submit lists of Serbian standards 
and related documents that ISS should adopt with priority in 2018, that 
represent the support for the implementation of technical and other 
regulations in the areas for which are competent  individual ministries.
Also, in May 2017, the ISS sent an invitation to addresses of more than 160 
companies, as would include the MSMEs’ in the Plan.

Annual Report for European Standardization Organizations, Article 
24 of the EU Regulation 1025/2012 and Guide 20: 2015-02

The Institute has an obligation to encourage and support the proper 
representation of all relevant interested parties in the process of 
development of standard, as well as the access of micro, small 
and medium-sized enterprises (MSMEs) to the standards and 

standardization process. 

http://www.iss.rs/images/upload/MSP/eng/iss_report_on_smes__2017.pdf)

Publication of the themathic 
Serbian standards collections

Lightning protection is a very important standardization 
� eld and it will be even more important in the future. 

In order to make implementation and wider application of 
standards easier for the users, ISS has compiled four adopted 
European standards, one pure national standard and one 
adopted European technical report in the 1st handbook of 
the standards collection „Lightning protection systems”. This 
collection in published entirely in Serbian language.
In order to facilitate our customers, the application of 
standards in the � eld of information security, ISS has 
compiled four international standards from the ISO/IEC 
27000 family, into a standards collection. This standards 
collection has the following title „Information technology – 
Information security management systems” – Handbook 2. 
Two thematic electronic standards collections, representing 
the adoptions of Eurocode 5 and Eurocode 6 in Serbian 
language, that were prepared by ISS NTCs, were presented 
to the Serbian experts. These standards collections also 
contain the translations of referenced standards – Eurocodes 
5 and 6, which were prepared with ISS own e� orts. They are 
available as unauthorized translations (not designated with 
SRPS).  
In addition, during 2017, the standards collections were 
published in the � eld of quality management systems – 
fundamental and other standards, in the � eld  of conformity 
assessment –  certi� cation of persons, products and QMS, as 
well as in the � elds of innovation management systems and 
in the road tra�  c safety (RTS) management systems. 
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The catalogue of Serbian standards for 2017

The catalog for 2017 contains documents published in the period from 
January 1 to December 31, 2017. One of the bene� ts that the ISS allows 

is free delivered copy of catalog to members of the Institute, as well as to 
the national standardization bodies with which the Institute exchanges 
such publications. 

Collections of standards referred to in technical regulations
For the needs of state administration bodies and other interested parties, the 
ISS has established and maintains the 
collection of published and withdrawn Serbian 
standards and related documents, 
referred to in laws, technical regulations 
and other legal acts. In cooperation 
with Paragraf Lex, customers are given the 
opportunity, in the internet presentation, 
to get all information on Serbian standards 
referred to in the current technical 
regulations, as well as to gain access the completed texts of the regulations.
http://www.iss.rs/rs/standard/regulation.php 
(national regulations)

Plan for the adoption of Serbian standards 
and related documents

The plan was developed in accordance with Article 3 
of EU Regulation 1025/2012 and Guide 20: 2015-02. 
The CEN-CENELEC Management Center in Brussels, 

as well as ISO and IEC in Geneva, were given 
the Serbian Plan of Standards for 2018.

Interpretation of Serbian standards 
and related documents

At the request of the the standard’s users, as well as at the request 
of the state administration and judicial authorities, the ISS issued 

31 interpretations in relation to Serbian standards, 
24 in general areas and 

7 in the electro-technical � elds of standardization.
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Committee for 
standards Name of organization  European or international 

working body

Division  of electrotechnical, telecommunications and information technology

1. KS N010 Institute “Nikola Tesla”, Belgrade IEC/ 10 (МТ 38)

2. KS N032 ETIB, Belgrade IEC/TC 32/SC 32B
(MT8, MT9, PT7)

3. KS N057 Power Automatation Consulting, Belgrade IEC/TC 57

4. KS N061 Daikin, Belgrade IEC/TC 61/SC 61D

Division of metallurgy, mechanical engineering, civil engineering and traffic and transportation

5. KS U250-3, 4, 9 Faculty of Civil Engeneering CEN/TC 250/SC 4

6. KS U250-1, 8 DNEC d.o.o., Belgade CEN/TC 250/SC 8/WG 1

7. KS M199 „Svetlost Teatar” d.о.о. Belgrade CEN/TC 433

8. KS U125 Potisje Kanjiza CEN/TC 128/SC 3

9. KS U125 Institute IMS CEN/TC 125/WG 1

Division of chemical technology, agriculture, forestry, safety, environment and general standards

10. KS H147 Faculty of science, Novi Sad CEN/TC 230

11. KS CASCO
Center for Food Testing, Belgrade
TMC CEE d.o.o. Belgrade
CGG d.o.o. Belgrade

ISO CASCO

12. KS A292 Faculty of Security, Belgrade ISO/TC 292

13. KS Z172 VEKOM GEO ISO/TC 172

14. KS A268 Chamber of Commerce and Industry of Serbia ISO/TC 268

15. KS D136 Faculty of Forestry, Belgrade
IKEA CEN/TC 207

16. KS E034-5 Faculty of Veterinary Medicine, Belgrade ISO/TC 34/SC 5

17. KS E034-12 Institute of Food Technologies, Novi Sad ISO/TC34/SC12

18. KS E275 Public Health Institute, Subotica CEN/TC 275

19. KS B336 Highway Institute, Belgrade CEN/TC 254

20. KS B028-2 Civil Aviation Directorate of the Republic of Serbia CEN/TC 19

ISO
47 experts from more than 30 companies

IEC
11 experts from 11 companies

CEN
13 experts from 11 companies

CENELEC
 76 experts from more than 50 companies.

Serbian experts are following the work of 

technical working bodies in international 

and European organizations for 

standardization, for: 

ISS IN EUROPE
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Translation of standards and other publications.

Special software (Trados) was purchased that allows the 
translation process to be done in a more e�  cient way.

Division for Publishing translated from Croatian and 
graphically designed 35 Eurocodes received through the 

exchange from the Croatian Standards Institute.
Promotional brochure “ISO 9001 for Small Enterprises 

- What to Do”, with186-page, was translated and published. This 
broshure is the support and assistance guide to customers from the SMSEs 
sector in the implementation of the new edition of the SRPS ISO 9001 
standard. 

Development and maintenance of the ISS database 
of standardized terms

Currently, the ISS terminology database con-
tains 17,521 terms in Serbian and English. 

It is possible to de� ne all the terms in the da-
tabase and de� ne the wider area from which 
the term comes. In this way, � nding the term 
is easier for users.

The employees of the ISS continued with 
entering the terms for Elektropedia, i.e. 

the vocabulary of the term in the � eld of elec-
trical engineering which is maintained by the IEC. There are 750 new terms, 
which makes a total of 8,307 terms in Serbian language.  
      http://www.electropedia.org/ 

International Activity 

ISO
ISS has the status of “P” (partici pant) member in the 54 ISO bodies, while 
in 433 ISO bodies has the status “O”(observer) member. ISS voted on 445 
working documents: 92 documents in ISO / FDIS and ISO / DIS stages, 126 

documents in the ISO / CIB stage, while 227 related to the systematic review 
of ISO standards, representing 100% of the vote statistics on ISO documents 

for 2017.

IEC
In 24 IEC bodies, ISS has the status of “P” (participant) member, and the 

status “O”(observer) member in 122 IEC bodies. ISS voted on 169 working 
documents: FDIS- 64, CDV-69, other stages (NP, PAS, DTR, DTS) - 36, which 

sums up to 100% of the voting on IEC documents for 2017.

CEN
ISS voted on 2.812 working documents: at the public enquiry  - 863 
documents, at the � nal draft stage - 751 documents, at the stage of 

systematic review of published EN standards - 993 documents.

CENELEC
ISS voted on 654 working documents: at the public enquiry  - 53 

documents, formal voting stage - 47 documents, technical reports 
and speci� cations - 19 documents, de� nitive texts of the draft - 225 

documents, in the unique acceptance procedure (UAP) - 33 documents 
and at the stage of voting on draft at committee level - 277 documents.Upon the request of our customers, ISS continued the cooperation 

with the SAE International, in the scope of international standards 
ISO 3779 and ISO 3780, which referred to the allocation of � ve 
vehicle identi� cation codes.
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Changing the ISS visual identity 

ISS PROMOTIONAL FILM

ISS visual identity change - ISS logo was realized by announcing a public competition for submitting 
proposals for a designed solution for the new logo. Out of 20 proposals won the solution of the author 

Lazar Krupež. Application for the protection of the sign-ISS logo was submitted to   Intellectual Property 
O�  ce. The full implementation of the logo was completed at the end of 2017, the logo changed on all 

documents and media, as well as on the ISS website and social networks.

PROMOTIONAL ACTIVITIES
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Publishing ISS o�  cial bulletin

In 2017, twelve editions of ISS “ISS 
informacije“ were published, which 

contains information regarding 
published Serbian standards, drafts 
of Serbian standards, establish-
ment of the technical commi ttees, 
information on drafts standards of 
international and European organizations for 
standardization that are in public enquiry, as well as in-
ternational and European standards that have been pub-
lished and can be downloaded.
ISS monthly electronic newsletter, “ISS novosti ”, provides 
the most up-to-date information from the world of stan-
d ards is also regularly distributes to 1,500 registered 
customers.

Keeping up with the world

ISS website had more than 
114,000 users with 

229,000 views. There were 
1 2,828 views of technical 

regulations and standards pages, 
and the site with a terminology 

database had 
22,399 views.

Most visits were made through 
social networks 

Facebook and Linkedin. 

Promoting the bene� ts of membership in ISS

• ISS � yer was created

• Quarterly plans of activities for 2017 were pre pared

• Meetings and promotional activities - the advantages of registration 
in ISS was presented through personal contacts. Seven new 
organizations were registered by the end of 2017.

• Participation at fairs (Construction Fair, Technology Fair and Tech-
nical Achievements, Smart Technology Fair - Smart and Secure 
Cities - iSEC, the 13th International Energy Fair and the 14th Inter-
national Fair of Environmental Protection and Natural Resources - 
EcoFair). The ISS was introduced to the general public for the � rst 
time through the partnership with the Belgrade Fair at the stand in 
Hall 1, where all visitors had the opportunity to talk with engineers 
who work on the adoption of Serbian standards and get all the im-
portant information on current and planned standards from several 
di� erent areas.

	 Информације
Службено	гласило	Института	за	стандардизацију	Србије	
	

Број	11

Новембар	2017.
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• For Architectural-Technical School teachers
• For Civil Engeneering-Technical School “Branko Žeželj” 

teachers
• For Secondary School “Airspace-Engenering 

Academy“students
• For Secondary electrotechnical sch ool “Nikola Tesla” 

students
• For Military Academy and University of Defence Ministry 

of defence of the Republic of Serbia students and cadets
• For “Belgrade Politehnical School” students

The Faculty of Security of the University of Belgrade and the Institute  for Standardization of Serbia signed the Agreement on 
business and technical cooperation, as well as the Agreement on online access to Serbian standards and related documents.

The � rst signed online access agreement with Serbian standards and related documents will enable students and professors of this 
faculty permanent annual online access to the complete texts of selected Serbian standards under the most favorable conditions, 
which students and professors will be able to use constantly both in the teaching process and in the scienti� c- research work.

 First agreement on online access to Serbian standards and related documents

Promotional lectures for 
secondary vocational schools and technical faculties
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                Promotion of standards and standardization

•  ISS has provided logistic support for participation on 
two large experts events, i.e.: 
▪ seminar “Using the underground thermal energy by 

heat pumps - Presentig the serial standards SRPS 
EN 14511 and VDI 4046”, held in the premises of the 
Association of Mechanical and Electrical Engineers 
and Technicians of Serbia (SMEITS) in Belgrade 
with the presence of more than 40 engineers

▪ Conference “ XXIII conferences on inter-laboratory 
testing material “, organized by KOMIM (Committee 
for Inter-laboratory Material Testing), was held in 
Divcibare;

 •  Sponsorship Agreement for translation, in the amount 
of 50,000 RSD, was signed with SGS Belgrade. 

On Wednesday, November 15 2017, in cooperation with 
Serbian Chamber of Commerce and Industry, Faculty of 
Security Studies, ISS has organized the promotion of the new 
edition of the pure Serbian standard SRPS  A.L2.003:2017, 
Security and resilliance of society — Risk assessment. The 
standard was prepared by KS A292, Security and Resilience.

At the invitation of Dr Goran Matić, Director of the O�  ce 
of the National Security Council and Classi� ed Information 
Protection, October 26 and 27, ISS representatives have 
provided a two-days informative training for the employees 
of the O�  ce.

The topic of the training was the standardization in the � eld 
of information security. The participants were introduced 
to the basic standards in the ISO/IEC  27000 series, i.e. 
ISO/IEC  27001 and ISO/IEC  27002, as well as the related 
standards containing the guidelines for the implementation 
and application of the standards in this series.  

focus
Your gateway to International Standards#123

Making
history

Articles on standardization in professional magazines: 

• In the jurnals “Quality & Excellence”,
•  In the jurnals”ISO Focus”,

• In the JUSK conference materials.
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Round tables and conferences

• Round table “Maps of seismic hazard in Serbia” provided for the public consideration and 
adoption of the national annex for seizmosis.

• Conference on “Responses to the Contemporary Safety Challenges”, within the framework 
of cooperation between the Institute for Standardization of Serbia and COMING, on the 
implementation of the Law on Information Security.

• Round table “Proposal of the Rulebook on technical and other requirements for wood fuel and 
standards in this � eld”.

• Round table “Presentation of the Draft of the international standard ISO / DIS 45001, 
Occupational health and safety management systems – Requirements with guidance for use”. 

• Round table “Presentation of the new standard SRPS ISO 37001: 2017, Anti-
bribery management systems, in cooperation with the Serbian Chamber 
of Commerce, and with the support of the Organization for Security and Co-
operation in Europe (OSCE), Mission in Serbia and the US Embassy.

• Workshop “ISO 37001: 2016 – Anti-Bribery Systems – Requirements with 
Instructions for Use” was held in Belgrade from 23 to 25 October 2017. 29 
participants from 16 countries of Europe and Central Asia attended. Senior 
o�  cials from the Ministry of Economy and the Anti-Corruption Agency were 
present at the opening. Ms. Barbara Neiger and Mr. David Simpson, lecturers 
from the ISO Academy, through their professionalism and expertise inspired the 
workshop participants to express their views, exchange experiences and actively 
engage in discussion.

• Conference “International Convention on Quality JUSK ICQ 2017”, 
which motto was “Quality in European and International Integrations,” 
was held at the Faculty of Mechanical Engineering in Belgrade. The 
aim of the conference was the establishment of the international 
forum for the exchange of knowledge, experiences, research results 
and information related to various aspects of the current situation 
and the future development of quality management. Works of ISS 
Acting Director, Tatjana Bojanić, on the signi� cance of standards in 
the � eld of services, were published in the collection of article from 
the conference. NTC secretaries Jelena Skoković and Jelena Krupež 
highlighted the role of standardization in development and research 
projects in their work.

TRAININGS, SEMINARS AND PROFESSIONAL ASSISTANCE 
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Promoting the sale of standards

• Promotional campaign for the original standard SRPS 
A.L2.003: 2017, Safety and Resilience of the Society - Risk 
Assessment - in Regional Chambers of Commerce throughout 
Serbia. This event was cavered by media. Tatjana Bojanić, 
ISS Acting Director, in addition to a statement for various 
media outlets, gave a short interview for RTS 1, which was 
broadcast in the morning program on November 25, 2017. 

• Two new electronic collections in the Serbian language 
that are related to Eurocode 5 and Eurocode 6 have been 
promoted. 

Training in the � eld of standardization as a special type of 
promotion of the application of standards

The Institute has realized 25 commercial seminars 
attended by a total of 304 participants: 291 participants 

from 192 organizations and 13 idnividual persons.

ISS has also successfully organized 13 free of charge promotional 
activities (mainly seminars, trainings and round tables), attended 

by 383 participants.

Training of experts in the activities of national and / or 
international and European standardization

Seminar „ISS in European Organizations for Standardization 
– new activities resulting from  full membership status”, 

June 12, 2017, attended by 24 participants; the seminar on 
the same topic held on December 24, 2017 was attended by 

6 participants. 

Providing technical  assistance in the implementation of Srbian 
standardards and in the ful� llment of their  requirements 

The contract between the Institute and the Directorate for 
Measures and Precious Metals (DMDM) refers to the providing 

technical assistance in relation to the application and ful� llment of 
the requirements of SRPS ISO / IEC 27001, Information Technology 
- Security Techniques - Security Information Management Systems. 
Preliminary activities for the  technical assistance realization  
for the construction company Neimar-V from Belgrade were 
undertaken. Technical assistance refers to the assistance in the 
implementation of the requirements of the new standards issues 
of the SRPS ISO 9001 and SRPS ISO 14001.

Day of ISS and World Standards Day

 On October 5th 2017. ISS has celebrated the Day of the Institute for 
Standaradization of Serbia and Wo rld Standards Day with moto ” Standards 

make cities smarter”.

At the celebration, the awards were given to the meritorius individuals and 
organiyations who have contributed through their work to the development, 
implementation and improvement of the Serbian standardization in general. 
Plaques were given to: Ministry of Economy of the Republic of Serbia, Directorate 

for Standardization, Codi� cation and Metrology 
of the Department for Defence Technologies, 
Ministry of Defence of the Republic of Serbia 
and former ISS Director, Ivan Krstić.
Letters of appreciation were given to: 
Snježana Pupavac, Director of the laboratory 
EKO-LAB DOO, NTCs members Tatjana 
Bošković, Koviljka Asanović, Nikola Kleut, 
Spasenija Milanović, Marjan Ćirić and 
Milan Ćorić.
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Meeting of the 25th Economic Forum and 
Environmental Forum within the Organization 
for Security and Cooperation in Europe (OSCE)

The � rst preparatory meeting of the 25th Economic 
Forum and Environmental Forum was held in Vienna, 

in the framework of the Organization for Security and 
Cooperation in Europe (OSCE) entitled: “Greening the 
economy and developing the business partnerships”. 
On this forum, at  invitation by Mrs. Laure Sherman, 
was participated ISS Acting Director Tatjana Bojanić, 
who presented the importance of ISO 37001: 2016, 
Anti-Bribery Management Systems - Requirements with 
instructions for use, as well as the future activities of the 
Institute in terms of translation and promotion of the 
application of this standard.

Training for ISS employees organized by the 
CEN-CENELEC Management Center (CCMC)

During the training the work way of the technical boards (BT) 
was presented. The responsibilities, BT’s composition and re-

porting method, as well as the basic di� erences in the functioning 
between CEN / BT and CENELEC / BT were presented.
The training was conducted by the following CCMC representatives:

1. Cincia Missiroli (Sustainability & Services)
2. Geert Maes (Industry & Infrastructure)
3. Eric Cornez (Competence Center)

The training consisted of three parts:
1. Basic information on CEN / CENELEC BT, their competencies 
and work
2. Participation in the standardization process
3. CEN & CENELEC voting portal and accessing  rights

Also, two employees from the standards sector participated in the 
CEN/CENELEC training so-called StandarDays, which was aimed to 
provide a clear and structured overview of the European standard-
ization system.

ISS management training in 
CEN-CENELEC Management Centre (CCMC)

ISS management participated in the training in Bruxelles, in CEN-CENELEC 
Management Centre (CCMC), where the structure of the governing 

bodies was presented, as well as the manner of decision making and the 
possibilities of participating in the work of governing bodies of these 

organizations.  

 EUROPE VISITING ISS
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Visit of ISS representatives 
to the Institute for Standardization of 

Bosnia and Herzegovina (BAS)

ISS and BAS on noti� cation of standards, especially under the 
CEFTA Agreement, joint visit to the Institute for Standardization 
and Metrology of the Republic of Srpska (RZSM) in Banja Luka. 

The visit of CENELEC President

Mr Bernard Thies, the President of Europen Committee for 
Electrotechnical Standardization (CENELEC), has visited ISS during 
the oneday visit. The topics of the meeting were: the participation 
of regulatory bodies in standardization, experiences of our experts 

in the implementation of standards, new possibilities for the 
participation in the work of international and European technical 

committees and the modalities for more e�  cient cooperation during 
the process of standards development in future.
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ISS participation in the competition 
for the Business Excellence Award

For the � rst time this year, ISS applied for participation in the 
competition for the Business Excellence Award of the Foundation 

for Culture of Quality and Excellence (FQCE).
Evaluation team:  prof. Dr. Nikola Vujanović (Team Leader), Vesna 
Uzelac and Vladimir Simić, o�  cially awarded the 23rd National 
Business Excellence Award “Oscar Quality”. ISS was one of the 
laureates for business excellence, in the category of organizations 
originating from the public sector. The prize was awarded for 
ful� lling the requirements in two criteria: Criterion 4 - Partnership 
 and Resources and Criterion 5 - Processes, Products and Services.

Cooperation with Serbian Chamber of Commerce and Industry 
(PKS) in the � eld of education

ISS and PKS have signed an agreement on the organization of seminars-
trainings in the � eld of quality management systems according to 

SRPS ISO 9001:2015. These seminars were organized for the 10 regional 
chambers, that are not yet certi� ed according to the requirements of this 

standard, and the objective was to provide basic training in the � eld of 
quality management systems to the employees of the regional chambers. 
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• The Statute of the Institute for Standardization 
of Serbia was submitted to the founder and 
obtained on March 17 2017 (“O�  cial Gazette of 
the Republic of Serbia”, No. 26/2017).

• The Decision amending the Decision on 
the amount of fees for standards, related 
documents and other publications, as well as 
the amount of fees for services provided by ISS 
(“O�  cial Gazette of the Republic of Serbia”, 
No. 78/2017), was adopted.

• The harmonization of the ISS internal acts was 
completed.

• New rulebooks and decisions were adopted.
• The Plan for volunteering for 2017 was adopted 

and contracts with two volunteers were 
concluded.

• Tender documentation was prepared and 
procedures for ten public procurements of low 
value were realized.

• Participation in the TAIEX project  regarding the 
creation of the public register of administrative 
work.

• New QMS procedures have been adopted 
(Modi� cation of procedures QP: 06, 10, 12, 23, 
24 and 25).

• 4,456 � les with 23,777 documents were 
registered in the ISS registry.

• 203,138 pages of documents have been copied 
and 4,354 postal packages were sent

• 938 replies to the inquiries were sent, which 
were submitted in writing by interested parties  
from Serbia, as well as 312 requests from 
abroad;

• The information center was visited by more 
than 80 parties

Sales of Standards and Related Documents

ISS sells:

• International standards and related documents (ISO, IEC and ISO/IEC)
• British standards and related documents (BS)
• German standards and related documents (DIN)
• Russian standards and related documents (ГОСТ Р)
• Interstate standards and related documents (ГОСТ) applicable in the 

territory of the Community of Independent States – CIS ( Azarbaijan, 
Armenia, Belarus, Georgia, Kazahstan, Kyrgyzstan, Moldova, the 
Russian Federation, Tajikistan, Ukraine and Uzbekistan);

• Standards of the European Telecommunication Standards Institute 
(ETSI)

• Standards of American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM)
• Standards of the Institute for Standardization of Bosnia and 

Herzegovina (BAS).
The revenue from the sales of standards in 2017 represent 88,70 % of the total 

ISS revenue from the sales of standards and services rendered by ISS.
National standards represent 78.11% of total sales, while the sales of foreign 

standards make 10.58% of total sales. The share of sales resulting from the 
realization of the seminars is increased in relation to the previous year and 
now amounts to 8.64% of the total sales. The share of sales of standards 

collections in total sales is 1.54%, of which more than half of this amount 
comes from the sales of electronic collections, and 45.83% of the sales of 

printed collections. 
During 2017, ISS has also perfomed the promotion of electronic sales. The 

percentage of on-line sales in 2017 was from 2,26 % to 4,88 % from the total 
monthly sales of Serbian standards.

78.11

10.58
8.64

1.54

 Share of sales (%)

National standards

International and 
foreign standards

Share of sales resulting 
from the realization 
of the seminars

Share of sales of 
standards collections

REGULAR ACTIVITIES
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The Certi� cation Body of the Institute (ST ISS) 
was created as a separate organizational unit 

of ISS, in accordance with the new obligations 
stipulated by the Law on Standardization and 
by-laws. ST ISS will start with the certi� cation 
activities by providing certi� cation of the 
quality management system in accordance 
with the requirements of the standard SRPS 
ISO 9001: 2015. 
ST ISS is planning to provide certi� cation 
services of the management system and 
other standards, as well as the certi� cation of 
products and persons, as stipulated by the Law.

ST ISS will provide certi� cation services of the management system in accordance with the requirements of SRPS ISO/IEC 17021-
1:2015 standard. All activities during the certi� cation process will be performed in an impartial, objective and transparent way 
by ST ISS, with unconditional respect for con� dentiality. Each audit and making a decision on the issuing the certi� cate will be 
carried out by the sta�  who have the necessary competence for these activities.

• The documentation necessary for submitting the application for accreditation has been prepared.
• Business plan for the implementation of certi� cation activities for the period 2016-2018 was developed.
• An analysis of business conditions was carried out.
• The pricelist for certi� cation services was prepared.
• The training of six lead auditors according to the standard ISO/IEC 27001:2013 has been carried out.
• Two test certi� cations of the quality management system have been carried out:

1. Initial certi� cation of MAGAT ENGINEERING,
2. Initial certi� cation of the Institute of Virology, Vaccines and Sera”Torlak”.

ISS Acting Director, Tatjana Bojanić, presented the � rst certi� cate on December 28, 2017 to Maja Aleksić, top management QMS 
representative of MAGAT ENGINEERING. 

CERTIFICATION
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The Institute acquires funds for its acti  vities in the following ways:

• from the revenue generated by the collecting membership fees;
• by the sales of Serbian standards, related documents and other publications;

• from the revenue generated by rendering services;
• from the budget of the Republic of Serbia;

• from other sources, in accordance with the Law.

The necessary funds for work are determined by the ISS annual work program, which represents an integral part of the � nancial plan.

REVENUE

ISS has achieved a revenue from the state budget in the amount of RSD 88,808,000.
In 2017, a total of RSD 88.055.000  or 99.1% of the approved budget were transferred to the ISS sub-budget. ISS generates own revenues from the sale of 
goods and services in the amount of RSD 34,919,951, representing 83% of the � nancial plan At the same time, own revenues were increased by more than 
11% in relation to revenues realized in 2016.

Overview of the realized ISS revenues in 2016 and 2017

No. Description Amount (RSD) 
in  2016

Amount 
(RSD)

 in 2017

Index
(4/3)

1 2 3 4 5

742321 1 Membership fee 3.244.500 3.614.500 111

742321 2 Revenue from sales of Serbian standards and providing information services 22.089.301 24.020.753 109

742321 6
Revenue from sales of international standards, related documents and other publications,      and 
national standards of other countries

3.124.998 3.195.995 102

742321 7 Revenue from charging for the services rendered 133.807 146.013 109

742321 8 Revenue from seminars 1.597.870 2.593.123 162

742321 9 Revenue from WPMI- certi� cates 120.000 100.000 83

742321T Revenue from interpretation of Serbian standards and related documents 5.000 7.600 152

742321Ч Revenue from reading of standards 90.487 230.200 254

742371 Revenue from additional activities 740.076 1.101.743 149

742000 Revenue from the sale of goods and services 31.146.039 34.717.901 111

822121 Earnings from sale of inventories 210.848 202.050 95

FINANCING
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EXPENSES

In the period from January 1 to December 31, 2017, a total of RSD 123,225,252 were spent for � nancing the ISS work. Out of that amount, RSD 88.055.000 
or 71.46% was spent on realized revenues from the budget of the Republic of Serbia, while the rest of RSD 35.170.252  or 28.55% was spent on the ISS 
realized own incomes. 

Consumed revenues from the budget for the purposes in 2017

No. Description

Planned 
expenditures

(RSD) 
for 2017

Spent (RSD) until 
31.12.2017

 Execution of 
the plan 

(4/3)x100
(in %)

Di� erence 
between the 
planned and 
spent (3-4)

1 2 3 4 5 6

411000 Salaries, allowances and employee bene� ts 52. 614.000 52.257.131 99,33 356.869

412000 Social contributions at the expense of the employer 9.394.000 9.341.392 99,44 52.608

462000 Current grants for international membership fees 26.800.000 26.456.487 98,72 343.513

TOTAL: 88.808.000 88.055.010 99,16 752.990

On December 31, 2017, ISS had the following resources: on the sub-account for revenues from the budget: RSD 752.990, which the ISS returned to the budget 
account.
On December 31, 2017, on the sub-account of the ISS own revenues, No840-868668-29, there were transferred and unspent funds from the previous years in the 
total amount of RSD 140 thousand, which were transferred in 2018.
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